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Abstract

One of the main challenges in Grid computing is efficient allocation of resources (CPU Y hours, network

bandwidth, etc.) to the tasks submitted by users. Due to the lack of centralized control and the dynamic/

stochastic nature of resource availability, any successful allocation mechanism should be highly distributed and

robust to the changes in the Grid environment. Moreover, it is desirable to have an allocation mechanism that

does not rely on the availability of coherent global information. In this paper we examine a simple algorithm for

distributed resource allocation in a simplified Grid-like environment that meets the above requirements. Our

system consists of a large number of heterogenous reinforcement learning agents that share common resources

for their computational needs. There is no explicit communication or interaction between the agents: the only

information that agents receive is the expected response time of a job it submitted to a particular resource, which

serves as a reinforcement signal for the agent. The results of our experiments suggest that even simple

reinforcement learning can indeed be used to achieve load balanced resource allocation in large scale

heterogenous system.

1. Introduction

Grid computing is an emerging technology that

enables users to share a large number of computing

resources distributed over a network. The dynamic,

federating nature of Grid policy environments is

dominated by virtual organizations (VOs) which

associate heterogeneous users and resource pro-

viders. Users have resource-consuming activities, or

jobs that must be mapped to specific resource

providers through a resource allocation mechanism.

The resource allocation mechanism may choose

among alternate mappings in order to optimize some

utility metric, within the bounds permitted by the VO

policy environment.

It is envisioned that deployment of Grid technol-

ogy will grow from its current modest scale to

eventually overlay the global Web. It is not known

how large individual VOs will be, but it is reasonable

to imagine resource sharing among populations with

tens of thousands of users and thousands of resources.

Hence, allocation mechanisms need to be highly

scalable and robust to localized failures in resources

and communication paths. From the perspective of a

single VO, the dynamic policy environment can be

viewed as the dynamic arrival and departure of users

and resources (occurring at a higher rate than users and

resources actually associate with and disassociate

from the global Grid infrastructure). Some very large

VOs may have an overlayed hierarchical structure, but
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this structure does not necessarily map to underlying

physical or geographic hierarchy. Scalable Grid al-

location mechanisms need to focus on the VO policy

environment rather than physical locations.

Although there has been considerable attention

given to the resource allocation problem in the Grid,

very few researchers have addressed the problem from

the perspective of learning and adaptation. Mean-

while, the multi-agent systems (MAS) and distributed

AI communities have shown that groups of autono-

mous learning agents can successfully solve different

load balancing and resource allocation problems

[1, 2]. The goal of this paper is to apply multi-agent

learning techniques to the problem of resource

allocation in the Grid. The MAS approach is well

suited for describing the Grid, because the distribut-

ed, autonomous nature of agents (Grid users and

resources) reflects the federated nature of the Grid.

Introducing learning allows the multi-agent system to

adapt to changes, such as the changing resource

capacities, resource failure, or introduction of new

agents into the system. Furthermore, we believe that

the MAS approach will prove useful for policy

design, because it can be used to study the perfor-

mance of a VO implementing a given resource al-

location strategy to verify that it does not lead to any

unintended global consequences.

1.1. Grid Scheduling Issues

Due to decentralized Grid policies, portions of the

Grid may use different allocation strategies, and a

centralized allocation manager is not feasible. How-

ever, the Grid vision assumes that standard mecha-

nisms will be deployed which can be configured with

appropriate localized policies [3]. To a large degree,

traditional scheduling systems are distinguished by

their strategy, as embodied in algorithms and de-

ployment parameters. The wide deployment of the

GRAM [4] jobYsubmission interface has demonstrat-

ed that contemporary job scheduling systems are

architecturally consistent. Previous Grid architecture

work leads us to believe individual users, as well as

brokering intermediaries, will apply allocation strat-

egies to their own jobs in addition to the traditional

resource providers making allocation decisions for

sets of jobs onto large (high-performance or aggre-

gate) resources [5]. Hence, it is imperative to under-

stand what the impact of these decision will be on the

efficiency of overall resource utilization in the

system. Understanding the effects of different re-

source allocation mechanisms on global system

behavior will influence architectural decisions as

well as the policies chosen within federated VOs. In

this paper we examine a specific case when the

allocation decisions by individual users are based on

reinforcement learning and study the global perfor-

mance of a VO implementing this mechanism.

A further challenge to Grid resource allocation

lies in the lack of accurate resource status informa-

tion at the global scale. The allocation strategies

employed by users and brokers have limited real-

time knowledge of the environment at their disposal.

This suggests that feasible allocation mechanisms

should not depend strongly on the availability of

current global knowledge. The multi-agent learning

approach studied here relies on minimal monitoring

capabilities to compare resources, only requiring that

the agent obtain status signals for job requests issued

by the same agent. However, a simplifying assump-

tion in our model is that an existing discovery and

policy-introspection system permits the agents to

scope their internal model of available resources to

an appropriate rough set.

1.2. Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) [6] is a powerful

framework in which an agent, for example, a Grid

user, learns optimal actions through a trial and error

exploration of the environment and by receiving

rewards for its actions. The reward (utility) function

defines what the good and bad actions are in different

situations. The agent’s goal is to maximize the total

reward it receives. For a single agent in a stationary

environment, the problem reduces to finding the

optimal policy. In the multi-agent setting, however,

the environment is highly dynamic because of the

presence of other learning agents, and the usual

conditions for convergence to an optimal policy do

not necessarily hold [7Y9]. Nevertheless, different

generalizations of single agent learning algorithms

have been successfully applied to multi-agent settings.

We construct a multi-agent model of resource

allocation for the Grid that is simplified, yet maintains

the main features of the Grid environment: heteroge-

neity of dynamic, large-scale populations of users and

resources. In our system, a large number of users

submit jobs to one of the resources that are scheduled

by a local scheduler according to local policies. The
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users are modelled as rational, selfish agents that try to

maximize their utilities, (i.e., complete their jobs in

the shortest possible time). The agents have no prior

knowledge about the computational capabilities of

resources. Instead, they utilize a simple reinforcement

learning scheme to estimate the efficiency of different

resources based on their past experience. Namely, an

agent assigns a Fscore_ to each resource that indicates

how well that resource has performed in the past.

After each submitted job, the agent updates the score

of the corresponding resource. We analyze the global

behavior of the system by numerical simulations, and

compare it with a baseline algorithm that makes use of

a global knowledge of current resource loads. Our

results illustrate that reinforcement learning can

have a substantial positive effect on the quality of

resource allocation in a large scale heterogenous

system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In

Section 2 we describe our model of resource allo-

cation in a simplified Grid environment. We present

results of numeric simulations in Section 3 and dis-

cuss their significance in Section 4. In Section 5 we

outline some open problems. Review of relevant

literature is presented in Section 6.

2. The Model

We model the Grid as a heterogeneous system

consisting of three different types of agents: users,

resource providers, and brokers (see Figure 1). We

would like to emphasize that we are not studying

design issues nor specific communication protocols

concerned with actual implementation of these agents.

Instead, we focus on abstracted representation of these

entities while maintaining their main behavioral

features. Although this seems to be a highly abstracted

view of the real system, we believe that it will still

allow us to reproduce realistic group behavior that

affects job placement. Moreover, this simplification is

necessary for studying large systems of the scale that

we are interested in. We outline the main character-

istics of these agent types in the next sub-section.

Note that in real Grid applications the problem of

mapping resources to specific jobs can be very

complex, and may require co-allocation of different

resources such as specific amount of CPU hours,

system memory, network bandwidth for data transfer,

etc. In this paper we neglect the need for co-

allocation, and assume that jobs generated by a user

require only certain CPU-time so that they are

uniquely characterized by their duration.

2.1. Resource Providers

Resource providers are job-executing agents that

offer resources to serve computational needs of user

agents. Each resource provider agent is character-

ized by the type and amount of the resources under

her disposal, as well as by the local scheduling/

prioritizing policies. The local scheduling of com-

putational tasks is a challenging problem in itself.

Usually, resources are characterized by the number

and speed of the processors available, system mem-

ory, as well as storage space. Multiple jobs can be

run simultaneously in the system, with the alloca-

tion of the CPUs to the tasks determined by the

local scheduling policies. There are many different

scheduling frameworks, such as FCFS (First Come

First Serve), LJF (Long Job First), etc. Some sched-

uling algorithms are adaptive: they chose the ap-

propriate scheduling strategy depending on the type

of the jobs in the flow.

The scheduling decision for a contemporary batch

system is too computationally expensive for us to

perform thousands of times per time-step in our agent

simulations. In our model, we consider a simplified

representation of the resources and local schedulers.

Namely, we assume that each resource is character-

ized by its processing capacity C which is defined as

the inverse CPU time needed to complete a job of a

unit length (e.g., a resource with a capacity C = 1

will execute a job of length J = 1 in one tick of

simulation). Within this framework, there is only a

single job running on a resource at a given time. Note

that this approach is different from one adopted in [1]

where the capacity of the resource was assumed to be

shared equally over all the jobs in the queue. Also, in

this paper we will assume that all the local schedulers

prioritize jobs by their arrival time (FCFS).

2.2. Users

In general, users can be thought of as either indi-

vidual agents that generate jobs and try to map re-

sources for their execution, or as external resource

brokers that map jobs on behalf of many individual

users (see Figure 1). For the sake of concreteness, we

consider the first scenario, although the modelling
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approach developed in this paper can apply to either

case. For the case where user-to-broker relationships

are relatively static, i.e., based on VO structural pol-

icies, we do not expect this assumption to affect

the simulation scenarios. The only difference will be

that the broker agents will have higher rates of job

request. If the user-to-broker relationship is dynamic,

i.e., based on user observation of broker performance,

the system behavior may be more dynamic and ex-

plicit multi-tier study is required for those scenarios.

We model users as heterogenous selfish agents

that try to maximize their utilities. One can define

agent’s utilities in various ways. Often, the agents are

interested in minimizing the waiting time for the jobs

they submit, hence, they will prefer the resource with

the minimal (resource performance-normalized)

queue length. Another user-centric measure is the

response time which is the time elapsed between the

job generation and its completion. Clearly, this

metric depends not only on the length of the queue,

but also on the actual processing capacity of a re-

source: on the resources with larger capacities the

actual runtime of a job will be less. Other possible

metrics might be based on the accuracy of the com-

pletion time prediction.

The metric we used in this paper is the sum of the

queue wait time (elapsed time between job submis-

sion and start of the execution) and the actual

execution time weighted by the job size: ri = Tw +

Texc /J, where Tw is the queue wait time, Texc is the

job execution time, and J is the job size, i.e., the time

required to complete the job on a resource with unit

capacity C = 1.

2.3. Resource Selection

To complete the definition of our model, we need to

describe how the agents select resources. As the

name Freinforcement learning_ suggests, agents use

their past experience to choose between the resour-

ces. There are many different ways to incorporate

reinforcement learning, such as Q-learning [10]. In

this paper we use an even simpler learning mecha-

nism. Namely, for each possible action (i.e., selecting

a specific resource) the agent keeps a score Si, that

indicates the efficiency of that resource in the past.

For each new job, the agent chooses a resource which

has the highest score, with ties broken randomly.

After each completed job, the agent gets a reinforce-

ment signal (containing the start-time and the end-

time for that job), calculates the utility ri, and

translates it into a reward r for resource i that we

have chosen as follows: r = sign (briÀ j ri), where

briÀ is the utility averaged over all the submitted

jobs.1 Finally, the agent updates the scores according

to Si
t+1 @ Si

t + r.

To compare the performance of the RL algorithm

we also studied two other resource selection rules:

Random Selection. Agents are choose randomly

with uniform probability between the resources. As

we will see below, the performance of this algorithm is

very limited in the case of widely heterogenous

resource capacities that we are interested in.

Figure 1. General multi-agent grid scheduling scenario.

1 In order to avoid the sensitivity of the reward to relatively small

differences in metric r, we use the integer part of r and briÀ.
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Least Loaded. In this model agents choose the

least loaded resource to submit a job. If there are

several resources with minimum load then one is

chosen randomly. Note that this selection rule as-

sumes that agents have up to date information about

the current utilization level of the resources. This is

done by keeping a global registry with the load-

level of each resource. To escape crowding effects

the registry with resource loads is modified at each

time tick.

3. Experimental Results

In this section we present the results of simulations

of our model for N = 1000 agents and R = 250

resources. We neglect the network topology and the

communication costs associated with it. Instead, we

assume that each of the users can submit jobs to any

of the resources. At each time step, agents indepen-

dently generate jobs at rate g. The length of the jobs

are taken randomly from the uniform distribution in

the interval [Jmin, Jmax]. To take into account the

wide dispersion in the job sizes in real Grid

applications, we chose Jmin = 10 and Jmax = 1000 =

100 Jmin. Note that such a wide dispersion in the job

sizes (as well as resource capacities) is typical for the

Grid. The capacities of the resources were also

chosen uniformly in the interval [Cmin, Cmax].

3.1. Comparison of Selection Rules

Before presenting our experimental results, let us

gain some quantitative assessment of the expected

system performance. Let Cav be the average resource

capacity, Cav = (Cmin + Cmax)/2. Similarly, let Jav be

the average job length, Jav = (Jmin + Jmax)/2. Let g be

the rate at which agents generate and submit jobs to

resources. Then, at each time step, the average total

length of generated jobs is Jtot = gNJav. Clearly, if

this quantity is larger than RCav, then the average

load in the system will grow indefinitely, no matter

how optimal the allocation mechanism is. This

happens because there are simply not enough

resources to Fremove_ the jobs from the system.

Hence, �max ¼ RCav

NJav
is an upper bound on the rate of

job-generation that a system can sustain.

The system’s ability to sustain a particular job

load is even further limited for sub-optimal resource

allocation mechanisms, such as Random Selection

rule. Indeed, consider a resource with the capacity

Cmin. Since each one of N agents chooses a resource

with uniform probability 1/R, the average cumulative

size of jobs submitted to a resource per time step is

gNJav/R. Hence, if Cmin G gNJav /R, the load on this

resource will grow indefinitely (linearly) in time.

This suggest that in a system utilizing the Random

Selection rule, the job-generation rate should be

smaller than �R
max ¼ RCmin

NJav
.

We compare the performance of algorithms by first

considering a situation when the dispersion in the

resource capacities Cmax j Cmin is relatively small,

Cmax = 300, Cmin = 700. To characterize the system

performance, we define the load of a resource as the

total queue length divided by the resources capacity.

In Figure 2 we plot the load in the system averaged

over the resources as a function of time for three

different values of the job arrival rate. Note that for

the parameters used, the estimated maximum sustain-

able job rate for the Random selection algorithm is

gmax
R $ 0.15. Our simulations indicate that for small

values of g all three algorithms achieve efficient load

balancing. Indeed, if the job load is sufficiently low,

choosing resources randomly guarantees load bal-

ancing. In particular, for g = 0.13 plotted in Figure

2(a) the performance of all three algorithms are

similar. However, for the critical value g = 0.15 the

Figure 2. Average load vs time for Cmin = 300, Cmax = 700 and job arrival rates a) g = 0.13, b) g = 0.14, c) g = 0.15.
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performance of the Random Selection rule is limited

due to the bottlenecks: because the randomizing

agents choose the resources without considering their

capacities, for sufficiently high loads the queues on

the resources with small capacities will grow indef-

initely. This is demonstrated in 2c).

Clearly, the RL algorithm allows the agents to

distribute jobs among the resources much more

efficiently than the random selection rule.

Moreover, our simulations suggest that for a wide

range of parameters, its performance is comparable

to the Least Loaded algorithm. In Figure 3 we plot

the average load time for Cmin = 10, Cmax = 1000,

and different values of the job generation rate. It can

be seen that after a certain transient (learning) time

the average load for the RL selection rule converges

to a value that compares very well with the average

load for the Least Loaded selection rule. Note that

for Cmin = 10, the maximum job-generation rate

sustainable by Random Selection rule is gmax
R =

0.005, whereas both RL and Least Loaded selection

rules allow to handle job loads as high as g = 0.22. In

particular, for g = 0.2, which corresponds to the 80%

of the highest sustainable job-generation rate gmax $
0.25, the average load for the RL rule converges to

the same value as the average load of the Least

Loaded algorithm. Thus, although the agents do not

exchange information nor have any global knowl-

edge on the current load levels in the system, the

learning mechanism allows them to efficiently

distribute jobs among the resources.

3.2. Effect of Noise and Dynamic Agent Population

As we mentioned in the Introduction, it is envisioned

that the users associated with a VO might join and

leave the system dynamically. Hence, it is important

to understand the effect this dynamics has on the

resource allocation mechanism. We addresses this in

our simulations by assuming that at each time step

each agent has a non-zero probability PL of leaving

the system. For each agent that leaves, we add a new

agent, that has to start the learning procedure Ffrom

scratch._ As one should expect, for small values of the

leaving probability PL the impact of the dynamics is

negligible. In other words, introducing small number

of new agents into the system does not affect the

behavior of the others significantly. If, on the other

hand, one increases the leaving probability PL, the

situation becomes different: the intrusion of large

number of unlearned, and hence exploring, agents,

deteriorates the system performance, as illustrated in

Figure 4, where the average load vs time is plotted

for different values of leaving probability PL.

This behavior also suggests that even with static

agent populations the performance of the RL-algo-

rithm might deteriorate if one introduces noise in

agents’ decision making process. Indeed, so far we

have considered greedy agent strategies where they

always choose the resource with the highest score Si.

A noisy variant of the RL selection rule is then to

allow agents randomize their choice with a probabil-

ity � (e.g., �-greedy selection). Namely, assume that

at each time step agents choose the resource with the

highest score with probability 1 j �, while with

probability � it chooses a resource at random from

the available list of R resources. Clearly, this

generalized selection rule extrapolates between the

greedy RL rule when � Y 0 and the Random

selection rule when �Y 1. Hence, one should expect

Figure 3. Average load vs time for Cmin = 10, Cmax = 1000 and job arrival rates a) g =0.18, b) g = 0.2 c) g = 0.22.

Figure 4. Average load vs time for different leaving probabilities.
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that increasing will have a deteriorating effect on the

resource allocation. To study this effect of noise, in

Figure 5 we plot the average resource load for dif-

ferent intensities of noise intensity. The observed

behavior is indeed very similar to one with dynamic

agent population. Note also that one can estimate the

maximum noise intensity for which the RL-selection

rule can still sustain the incoming job flow as

��max ¼ RCmin

"NJav
.

4. Discussion

The benefit we have observed for the RL algorithm

over random selection already suggests an improve-

ment over existing Grid meta-scheduling strategies,

many of which, while performing substantial plan-

ning of job sequences etc., make random or other-

wise uniform distribution decisions to spread work

among several (or many) large-scale resources [11].

Even when meta-schedulers attempt to use environ-

mental information, such as load levels, our results

suggest that the RL algorithm can provide better

adaptive behavior because each meta-scheduler

would learn from the environment’s responses to its

own queries. Divergence of the agent’s experience

from the resource characteristics published through

the monitoring system will change the agent’s job

distribution. Such divergence can happen due to

monitoring system errors, or more likely due to

differences in access privilege or priority between the

reporting entities in the monitoring system and the

metascheduling agent.

A factor in real Grid resource allocation is the

latency and limited quality of job status information.

Our simulations suggest that the RL algorithm can

cope with stochastic reward information, and it might

not matter significantly whether the noise in the

reward information is due to variance in actual

resource behavior or in reporting. However, statisti-

cally biased reporting information from resource

providers could lead to poor agent behavior. The

delay in reward information, e.g., from learning after

job completion instead of at job submission time,

will lengthen the training period. With bursty job ar-

rival, an agent may perform worse during initial

training or during adaptation than if it is able to learn

from reward information immediately while process-

ing a cluster of jobs in a short period.

5. Future Work

As discussed in Section 1.1, the Grid of the future

may be made of many partially overlapping virtual

organizations. A Grid resource allocation mechanism

must be adaptive to the changing policy environ-

ment, as policy affects the apparent topology of the

system. This means that individual agents will not

share the same view of the environment-different

agents should have different sets of resources under

consideration, and may also have different experiences

of resource performance due to differential policies

(priorities). Reinforcement learning is well-suited to

these challenges because it develops per-agent knowl-

edge based solely on that agents experiences. How-

ever, a scalable RL mechanism depends on some

external discovery system to initialize and maintain

the rough scope of resources over which the agent will

learn. Further work is needed to demonstrate such

discovery systems before the RL approach can be

assumed to apply in practice as it does in these

simplified studies.

In addition to layering the RL mechanism on top

of a more realistic discovery model, more complex

multi-tier scenarios should be developed and studied.

We do not know whether a global scale RL-Grid will

achieve equilibrium if several layers of users, brokers,

and resources are all employing adaptive learning

algorithms where their subsequent behaviors are

guided by their past observations of each other.

Clearly, the learning rate may have significant impact

in tandem with the span or Fwavelength_ of potential

observe/learn/act feedback cycles.

Another significant challenge for users and

brokers is co-allocation. Whether simply aggregating

resources of one type from multiple providers, or

heterogeneous resources, the co-allocating user or

broker must coordinate interactions with multiple

providers where no pre-existing coordination can be

Figure 5. Average load vs time for different noise intensities.
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assumed. The RL approach described in this paper

does not trivially map to co-allocation scenarios,

because it relies on agents learning from many ex-

periences with the same types of job and the same

pool of resources. Intuitively, the co-allocating agent

would need to learn which resources work well to-

gether a combinatorially more difficult problem

than learning how resources behave by themselves.

By exploiting quasi-transactional mechanisms for

resource allocation, i.e., advance reservation and

agreement [5], we believe that the learning agent

may be able to decompose the co-allocation problem

into a set of simpler independent operation types

with separate learning states for each. Instead of

learning how well sets of resources are allocated

together, the agent learns how well the resources

respond to primitive requests from which it can com-

pose a co-allocated schedule. Thus, the agent would

learn which providers are good at supporting certain

steps in the co-allocation transaction, and it might

even optimize her speculative performance of this

transaction based on the relative confidence it holds

in providers for the various parts.

With a co-allocation model in place for studying

the RL approach, it will be possible to study many

more interesting scenarios. For example: data staging

to and from a job, deadline file transfer, and

bandwidth-aware distributed process placement can

all be considered as mere specializations of a generic

co-scheduling pattern [5]. Note that for the purpose

of planning and learning, the domain-specific mean-

ing of a resource’s capabilities are not so important

as its scheduling abstraction. For instance, a partic-

ular co-allocation scenario would depend on whether

resources are allocated in whole, or in part, whether

there are dependencies between different resource

properties (e.g., allocation of a processing node

might necessitate allocation of its storage), etc.

6. Related Work

Our approach is very similar to adaptive load

balancing scheme of Schaerf, Shoham and Tennen-

holtz [1]. In their system agents use reinforcement

learning based on local observations to adapt to

changing resource loads. However, they assumed that

the capacity of the resource is evenly distributed over

the jobs, hence no queueing occurred. Although this

difference seems to be a minor, it actually has a

significant impact on the reinforcement signal re-

ceived by the agents. Indeed, even within the FCFS

scheduling scheme considered in this paper, the wait

time for a job submitted by an agent might vary by

orders of magnitude depending on its position in

the queue due to the wide dispersion in job sizes.

This introduces additional noise in the reinforcement

process, thus making the learning problem more

complicated.

Ranganathan and Foster [12] describe a schedul-

ing framework for a system that is very similar to ours:

large number of users that submit jobs to one of the

large number of sites. In their model each job requires a

specific file for execution, hence the efficient manage-

ment of data movement is needed. They studied

different scheduling and data replication algorithms

within this framework. Their approach, however,

lacked the learning element. Instead, agents were

using either random or least loaded site selection.

Much work on resource allocation/load balancing

has been done within the framework of game dy-

namics which is closely related to multi-agent re-

inforcement learning [13]. Congestion games [14]

and minority games [15Y17] are just two examples of

applying game dynamics to the resource allocation

problem. Previous work on minority games demon-

strated that very simple learning rules and reward

mechanism will allow agents to learn to coordinate in

dynamic environments [2, 18]. In minority games,

agents using a particular resource are rewarded

if their number does not exceed some predefined

threshold (e.g., resource capacity), and punished

otherwise. The agents are able to adapt to changing

threshold levels by playing different strategies. It was

demonstrated that for a certain range of parameters

the system as a whole shows robust adaptation and

is able to effectively track the changing resource

capacity levels.

As we mention in Section 1.1, resource discovery

systems such as MDS [19] and UDDI [20] provide

limited information for making resource allocation

decisions. The MDS also provides a more accurate

monitoring component for direct comparison of

smaller numbers of resources, as does the Network

Weather Service [21] for network links. The defunct

Heartbeat Monitor [22] attempted to provide tem-

porally accurate availability data with reduced

descriptive content, using a simple datagram proto-

col. We know of no systems that have solved the

global information problem sufficiently to deploy the
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same allocation strategies as are used in localized

systems.

Conventional parallel computer schedulers, such

as PBS Pro [23] and LSF [24] side-step the infor-

mation accuracy problem by implementing a syn-

chronous schedule and enactment process wherein

the scheduling algorithm has full knowledge of the

resource properties. Such a synthetic clock approach

does not scale without increasing the step duration,

nor is it appropriate in a federated environment

where no central entity has sole authority over local

resource states. The Condor high-throughput system

avoids this problem by providing almost no delivery

guarantees; a centralized Matchmaker [25, 26] makes

simple greedy decisions to place jobs and simply

retries when it encounters resource states in conflict

with its internal view of the environment.

The Pegasus system [27] includes a random job

placement behavior to spread small parts of an overall

workflow onto Grid resources. This mechanism is

comparable to the Random algorithm simulated in this

paper. A more sophisticated planning component uses

AI techniques to forward plan optimal placement of

all components of such a complex workflow [28]. This

mechanism requires forward knowledge of resource

utilization by other agents as well as batched decision

making by the agents, in order to consider interference

effects of a set of jobs.
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